Figure 1: Reported landings (tonnes) of common skate by ICES area, 2011-2014, in UK MMO data.

Figure 2: Quantity (tonnes) of common skate reported landed by port, 2011-2014. Only the highest landing ports (>0.085t) are named.
Figure 3: The relative quantity (tonnes) of common skate landed by ICES area 2014.
Figure 4: Reported landings (tonnes) of white skate by ICES area 2011-2014. Hatched areas are not prohibited from landing white skate.
Figure 5: Reported landings (tonnes) of white skate landed by port, 2011-2014. Hatched areas are not prohibited from landing white skate. Only the highest landing ports are named (>0.233)
Figure 6: Skates and rays (tonnes) landed in the UK ICES areas 2011-2014. Landings are from UK and foreign vessels landing into the UK and UK vessels landing abroad.
Figure 7: Quantity (tonnes) of ‘skate and ray’ landed by port 2011-2014. Only ports with landings >5t are displayed and only the highest landing ports (>10t) are named.